Understanding Sustainable Food Systems
Introduction
In this unit, students learn about the parts of the food supply chain that work together to form a
food system. They explore the journey food items take from production to consumption and
research the factors that influence the food system, e.g. economy, technology, society and
environment. To apply their knowledge, students will design an infographic which represents the
journey of a specific food commodity through the food system. Some key vocabulary students will
be introduced to include: food system, commodity, sustainability, primary production, processing,
distribution, access, consumption and waste.

Key Message


Political, economic and societal complexities influence healthy food production, supply and
demand in Australia and around the globe.

This unit will enable students to:


Explore and analyse historical, cultural, social, political, economic, technological and
environmental factors that influence food services, food production and consumption
patterns.

Year 9 SOURCE Understanding Sustainable Food Systems

Links to the Western Australian Curriculum*
Main learning area: HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Strands
Sub-strands/
Content descriptions
contexts
Knowledge and Geography
Biomes and food security
The environmental, economic and technological factors
understanding
that influence crop yields in Australia and across the world
(e.g. climate, soils, landforms, water resources, irrigation,
accessibility, labour supply, agricultural technologies)
The challenges to food production, including land and
water degradation, shortage of fresh water, competing
land uses, and climate change for Australia and the world
The effects of anticipated future population growth on
global food production and security; the capacity for
Australia and the world to achieve food security; the
implications for agriculture, agricultural innovation and
environmental sustainability
Geographies of interconnections
The way transportation, and information and
communication technologies are used to connect people
to services, information and people in other place
The ways that places and people are interconnected with
other places through trade in goods and services, at all
scales
Humanities
and Social
Sciences skills

Evaluating

Critically evaluate information and/or data and ideas from
a range of sources to make generalisations and
inferences; propose explanations for patterns, trends,
relationships and anomalies; predict outcomes

Communicating Select a range of appropriate formats based on their
and reflecting
effectiveness to suit audience and purpose, using relevant
digital technologies as appropriate
Deconstruct and reconstruct the collected information
and/or data into a form that identifies the relationship
between the information and they hypothesis, using
subject-specific conventions, terminology and concepts
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Additional links to the Western Australian Curriculum
Additional
learning areas
Design and
Technologies

Strands
Knowledge and
understanding

Sub-strands/
contexts
Technologies
and society

Content descriptions
Social, ethical and sustainability
considerations that impact on designed
solutions
Development of products, services and
environments, with consideration of
economic, environmental and social
sustainability

Processes and
production skills

Food and fibre
production

Food and fibre production and/or
marketing, and the generation of
sustainable solutions

Food
specialisations

Principles of food including safety,
nutrition, preservation, preparation,
presentation, physical and sensory
properties and perceptions

Investigating
and defining

Identify and define the needs of a
stakeholder, to create a brief, for a
solution
Investigate a selection of
components/resources to develop
solution ideas, identifying and
considering constraints

* https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/teaching/curriculum-browser
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Links to the Australian Curriculum*
Main learning area: HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Strands
Sub-strands/
Content descriptions
contexts
Geography
Unit 1: Biomes and food security
Geographical
Knowledge and Environmental, economic and technological factors that
Understanding
influence crop yields in Australia and across the world
(ACHGK062)
Challenges to food production, including land and water
degradation, shortage of fresh water, competing land uses,
and climate change, for Australia and other areas of the
world (ACHGK063)
The capacity of the world’s environments to sustainably
feed the projected future global population (ACHGK064)
Unit 2: Geographies of interconnections
The way transportation and information and communication
technologies are used to connect people to services,
information and people in other places (ACHGK066)
The ways that places and people are interconnected with
other places through trade in goods and services, at all
scales (ACHGK067)
Civics and
Citizenship

Civics and
Citizenship
Skills

Analysis, synthesis and interpretation
Critically evaluate information and ideas from a range of
sources in relation to civics and citizenship topics and
issues (ACHCS084)
Communication and reflection
Present evidence-based civics and citizenship arguments
using subject-specific language (ACHCS088)

Additional links to the Australian Curriculum
Additional
learning areas
Design and
Technologies

Strands

Content description code

Knowledge and
understanding

(ACTDEK040) (ACTDEK047)

Processes and
production skills

(ACTDEP048) (ACTDEP049) (ACTDEP052)

* https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/learning-areas/
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General capabilities

Intercultural
understanding

Personal and
social capability

Ethical
understanding

Critical and
creative thinking

ICT capability

Numeracy

Learning Task

Literacy

The Australian Curriculum describes seven general capabilities which extend across each learning
area. Their relevance to learning tasks in this unit is indicated below:

Food production
chain
Food journey

Influences on our
food system
Design a food
supply system
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Unit Overview
Most learning tasks require prior preparation; therefore refer to the Resources needed list below
before commencing each learning task.
Learning Task
Introducing Key Messages
1. Food supply chain

Suggested
time allocation
60 minutes

 Food supply chain parts Image Cards – 1
per Group of 3-4 students
 Internet access could be useful

60 minutes

 Food journey Activity sheet – 1 per student
 A variety of packages of processed food
items – enough for 1 per student or pair of
students (eg snack bars, biscuits, cereal,
muffin, bread, tinned soup)
 Internet access

60- 120 mins

 How to Teach the Food System Teacher
Information sheet
 Refresh.ED Food System – Teacher
Resource – PDF for Display on Board
 Influences impacting our food system
Activity Sheets
 Influences impacting our food system Summary Sheet 1 per student

180 minutes

 Internet access
 Paper/card and drawing supplies
 A list of commodities produced in Australia

This activity encourages
students to identify the parts of
the food supply chain and begin
to demonstrate an
understanding of the
connections between the parts
of the food supply chain and
how they form a system.

Developing Key Messages
2. Food journey
This activity explores and
follows the journey of a
processed food item. Students
need to have an understanding
of the difference between a
wholefood and a processed
food.

3. Influences on our food
system
In this lesson students research
the drivers that influence our
food system. These drives can
be categorised into environment,
economy, society/health and
technology.

Reflecting Key Messages
4. Design a Food supply
system
This task requires students to
apply their understanding of a
food supply system and create
an infographic which represents
the journey of a specific food
commodity through the food
supply system.

Resources needed
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Teacher Information
Some learning tasks require handling of food. Before commencing any of these learning tasks:




Check students do not have allergies or sensitivities to foods used.
Ensure included food and drinks are culturally acceptable.
Refer to food and drinks from other cultures in relevant class discussions.

Learning Task
1. Food supply
chain

Useful information and resources to deliver this Learning Task
 You will need to print and prepare the Food supply chain parts image
cards for each group.
This is a basic example of a food supply chain.
Primary Production

Processsing

•Farming
•Fisheries

•Transforming
•Packaging

Distribution

Access

•Transport
•Storage

•Retail
•Hospitality

Consumption

Waste

•Cooking
•Eating

•Farming
•Commercial
•Consumer

 How to Teach the Food System – Teacher Information Sheet
https://www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au/professionallearning/professional-knowledge/teacher-information-sheets/
Use this as a guide to teach the food supply system to students.
 Refresh.ED Food System – Teacher Resource
https://www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/Refresh.ED-Food-System.pdf
Use this as an example of a food system diagram to show the class at
the end of the lesson and in future lessons.
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Learning Task
2. Food journey

Useful information and resources to deliver this Learning Task
 Students will need to understand the difference between whole foods
and processed foods
o Whole foods are foods that are as close to their natural state as
possible. They are usually unprocessed and unrefined or with
minimal processing, preservatives and additives.
Examples include: fruits, vegetables, wholegrains (e.g. brown
rice), legumes
o Processed foods are those foods which have undergone some
sort of process (either mechanical or chemical) to change or
preserve it. It usually contains a range of wholefoods,
preservatives ad additives. Foods are processed to improve the
original wholefoods they originate from to make them either more
palatable, allow them to last longer, package them in convenient
ways and allow them to be transported without spoiling.
Examples include: salami, yoghurt, ready-to-eat meals, jam,
rolled oats, milk
 Where food is produced in Western Australia map
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/where-food-produced-western-australiafood-map
 Examples of Employment/jobs applicable to the food supply system
PRIMARY
PRODUCTION

PROCESSING

DISTRIBUTION

ACCESS

CONSUMPTION
WASTE

Farmers, fishermen, farm hands, agricultural
veterinarian, researchers
Food scientists/technologists, product developers,
quality managers, production staff, nutritionists,
laboratory technicians (e.g. microbiologist), marketing,
sales representatives, engineers (electrical and
mechanical)
Delivery drivers (trucks and trains), pilots, helmsmen,
wharf staff, forklift drivers
Shop owners, retail assistants, café/restaurant
owners, chefs, sous chef/kitchen hands, bakers,
hospitality staff (waiters/waitresses), Environment and
Public health officers, food delivery drivers
Everybody!
Rubbish and recycling collectors (truck drivers),
recycling plant staff, machine operators,

Related sources of career paths:
https://myfuture.edu.au/bullseyes/details?id=14#/ (Food Studies)
https://myfuture.edu.au/bullseyes/details?id=13#/ (Environmental Sciences)
https://myfuture.edu.au/bullseyes/details?id=31#/ (Rural studies)
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Learning Task
3. Drivers that
influence our
food system

4. Design a food
supply system

Useful information and resources to deliver this Learning Task
 Refer to the Factors Influencing our Food System
table in How to Teach the Food System – Teacher Information page
https://www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au/professionallearning/professional-knowledge/teacher-information-sheets/
 Additional Resources for Year 9 Geography – Teacher Information
page can be used to guide student’s research into the drivers that
influence the system.
 Photocopies of the 4 x Influences impacting our food system
Worksheets
 1 x Photocopy per student of the Influences impacting our food system
– Summary Worksheet
 How to Teach the Food System – Teacher Information page
https://www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au/professionallearning/professional-knowledge/teacher-information-sheets/
Use this as a guide to teach the food supply system to students
 Refresh.ED Food System – Teacher Resource
https://www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/Refresh.ED-Food-System.pdf
 Examples of commodities produced in Australia:
- Milk
- Cheese
- Bread
- Beef- meat
- Chicken - meat
- Apples
- Rice
- Potatoes
- Eggs
- Fresh Fish Fillets
Internet research will provide many sites with information about the
production of these commodities.
 When producing the diagram students can use a range of applications
to produce their infographic, for example:
o Hand drawn
o Web apps - https://www.canva.com/, https://piktochart.com/
o Programs – Publisher, Word
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Introducing Key Messages
Learning Task One: Food supply chain
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain to students that they are going to explore the parts of the food production chain.
Describe that each group is to be given a set of images and they are going to be asked to
group the images into ‘like’ groups.
Distribute a copy of the Food supply chain parts image cards to each group.
Explain to students that they are to work as a group and discuss what each of the images
might represent.

Ask:
o Can any of the images be grouped together to make a part of the food supply chain?
You might like to guide students by telling them they should be able to identify 6 parts of
the ‘chain’.
5.
6.

Once students have grouped the images. Ask students to create a title/name for each
group and record it on a piece of paper or make a label to put with each group of images.
Facilitate a classroom discussion for students to share the way they organised the parts
and what they called them. Record the results on the board and use the most common
responses to form a class copy.
E.g. Primary Production, Processing, Distribution, Access, Consumption, Waste

7.

Encourage students to discuss each section of the food production chain and share ideas
of what they already know about each part/component and list any additional information
on the board.
E.g. Primary Production can include Agriculture, Aquiculture, Aquaculture,
Animal husbandry, Horticulture, Growing, Harvesting/catching/mustering

8.

Now that the individual parts of the food supply chain have been identified, facilitate a
conversation about the connections between each of these parts.
Ask students to place the cards (in their groups/categories) into some sort of order that
might demonstrate the relationships/connections between each of the parts. Explain that
this would form a system.

9.

A system being – “a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism or an
interconnecting network; a complex whole.”
There is no correct or incorrect way of doing this task. Students are to discuss their ideas
with their group members and see if they can make a pictorial food system that explains the
links between each part.
10. If time permits, have each group present their ‘system’ and ask them to give feedback as to
why they chose the order they did.
Optional: give students a large piece of paper to glue their system on to. You might like to
use these as a display on the classroom wall.
11. Finish the activity with an explanation that Food Systems are complex, interconnecting
networks.
12. Display the Refresh.ED Food Supply System as one example of an infographic
demonstrating the food system.
www.refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au
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Developing Key Messages
Learning Task Two: Food journey
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Explain to students that they are going to investigate the journey that food items take to
reach our plates for consumption.
Describe the difference between a wholefood and a processed food, using examples of
each – this will help students to answer questions 2 and 5 of the activity sheet (Refer to
Teacher information for description and examples)
Distribute a copy of the Food Journey Activity sheet to each student and a processed food
item. Students can either work individually or in pairs.
Explain to students that they are to work through questions 1-5, using the food items
packaging to help provide the answers.
Question 6 will require a combination of the food items packaging and internet access and
research to find relevant answers
Before students begin question 7 on jobs in the food supply journey, stop students to have
a class discussion and brainstorm about the stages in the food supply system and the jobs
associated with each stage. (Refer to Teacher information for examples of jobs in each
stage – an outline of the food supply system is also provided). Then allow students to
return to independent or pair work to determine the jobs most applicable to their particular
food item and continue with questions 8 and 9.
Once students have attempted all questions, have a class discussion about the
environmental impact of the food supply system – students should consider land clearing
and use, water use, power supply and waste products and processing including pollution
(of air, soil and water).
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Learning Task Three: Influences impacting our food system
1.
2.

Display the Refresh.ED Food System on the board for the class to see.
Facilitate a discussion about this system and how it is different/the same to the systems the
students created in Learning Task One.
Aim to have the student’s identity that there are influences that impact our food system eg.
Technology, Society, Economy and Environment

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Explain to students that as a class you are going to research each of these 4 influences. It
will be done in a Jig-Saw research method and each group will research one influence and
share their findings with the rest of the class.
Divide the class into groups of 4. Allocate each group one of the 4 influences to research
eg. Technology, Society, Economy and Environment.
Hand out the Influences impacting our food system Activity Sheet - that is related to the
topic each group will research. Eg. Groups 1 & 2 research Technology, Groups 3 & 4
research Economy and so on, depending on the class size.
Provide time for students to research and discuss their groups’ topic. Provide support and
resource materials as per the How to Teach the Food System – Teacher Information sheet,
the Additional Resources – Teacher Information sheet might also be helpful.
Once each group are experts on their topic, divide the groups up to form new groups with
one topic expert in each new group.
Distribute a copy of the Influences impacting our food system - Summary Sheet to each
student. Allow the groups to share their new found knowledge with each other, ensuring
each student has a competed summary page at the end of the session.
Finalise the lesson with a discussion on the information the class found and summarise the
factors that influence our food system.
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Reflecting on Key Messages
Learning Task Four: Design a food supply chain
This task could be done individually or in a small group.
1.

2.

Explain that each group/individual will be given a commodity to research, or they can select
one themselves. They are to use the internet to research this commodity from production to
consumption.
Students will need to record their findings for each part of the production of the commodity,
keeping record of all primary and secondary sources of information
E.g.
Notes

References

PRIMARY
PRODUCTION
PROCESSING
DISTRIBUTION
ACCESS
CONSUMPTION
WASTE
Refer to the How to Teach the Food System – Teacher Information page for further details
on the parts of the Food System
Note: It is possible that not all parts of the food system are used in the production of all
commodities.
3.

4.

Once students have an understanding of the process the commodity goes through from
production to consumption they can begin to design an infographic specific to their
commodity.
Students might choose to draw their system using images and detailed descriptions. They
could also use various ICT applications to produce a digital infographic. Ensure students
include a relevant title and includes descriptions to explain their images.
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Food supply chain parts image cards
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Food supply chain parts image cards
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Food supply chain parts image cards
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Food Journey
All food items go on a journey from where it was produced to when it is served on a plate and consumed.
This activity explores and follows the journey of a particular food item, provided by your teacher.
You are to use the information on the food items packaging, along with internet research, to assist you in
answering the following questions:
1. Name the food item:
2. Is this a whole food or a processed food?
3. Where was this food item made or sourced from?

(HINT: Look on the label for the Made in ____ or
Produced in ____ or Using local or imported ingredients on the label or the location of the manufacturer.)

4. What other information about this food item’s journey can you tell from the packaging or label?

5. How many ingredients are listed on the packaging?
6. List the first 3 ingredients (other than water):

Ingredient

Is the ingredient a whole food or processed food
item?
Is it a plant or animal product?
Is it from Australia or imported?
HINT: Use internet research to find out how this
ingredient is produced

Where in Australia is this
ingredient commonly produced?
HINT: use internet research to
locate the areas of Australia
where this product is produced
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7. Think about the journey this food item has taken to get to your plate. List any people who would
have been involved in this process:
(HINT: What type of jobs are involved in producing this food item?)

8. What information does the label provide about the disposal of the packaging?
(HINT: is it recyclable?)

9. How does this food items journey impact on our environment?
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Influences impacting our food system
Define society -

Brainstorm any societal factors related to our food system -

When reviewing the food system we can see that sometimes our food production can
influence our society as well as our society influencing the way we produce food.
Discuss this with your group.
-

Place the influences of our food system on society at the top
and the influences society has on our food system at the bottom.

FOOD SYSTEM

SOCIETY

Influences impacting our food system
Define environment -

Brainstorm any environmental factors related to our food system -

When reviewing the food system we can see that sometimes our food production can
influence our environment as well as our environment influencing the way we
produce food.
Discuss this with your group.
-

Place the influences of our food system on our environment at the top
and the influences the environment has on our food system at the bottom.

FOOD SYSTEM

ENVIRONMENT

Influences impacting our food system
Define economy -

Brainstorm any economic factors related to our food system -

When reviewing the food system we can see that sometimes our food production can
influence our economy as well as our economy influencing the way we produce food.
Discuss this with your group.
-

Place the influences of our food system on our economy at the top
and the influences our economy has on our food system at the bottom.

FOOD SYSTEM

ECONOMY

Influences impacting our food system
Define technology -

Brainstorm any technology factors related to our food system -

When reviewing the food system we can see that sometimes our food production can
influence our technology as well as our technology influences the way we produce
food.
Discuss this with your group.
-

Place the influences of our food system on technology at the top
and the influences technology has on our food system at the bottom.

FOOD SYSTEM

TECHNOLOGY

Influences impacting our food system – Summary Sheet
Influences of our food system on our sUMM
society

Influences our society has on our food system

Influences of our food system on our environment

Influences our environment has on our food system

Influences of our food system on our economy

Influences our economy has on our food system

Influences of our food system on technology

Influences technology has on our food system

SOCIETY

ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMY

TECHNOLOGY

